Molecular Convergence of Infrared Vision in Snakes
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Abstract

It has been discovered that the transient receptor potential ankyrin 1 (TRPA1) proteins of Boidae (boas), Pythonidae (pythons), and Crotalinae (pit vipers) are used to detect infrared radiation, but the molecular mechanism for detecting the infrared radiation is unknown. Here, relating the amino acid substitutions in their TRPA1 proteins and the functional differentiations, we propose that three parallel amino acid changes (L330M, Q391H, and S434T) are responsible for the development of infrared vision in the three groups of snakes. Protein modeling shows that the three amino acid changes alter the structures of the central region of their ankyrin repeats.
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The transient receptor potential (TRP) ion channels are involved in various biological processes, including calcium and magnesium homeostasis, neuronal growth, temperature sensation, and pain sensation (Venkatachalam and Montell 2007; Gaudet 2008). Based on sequence similarity, the TRP superfamily is divided into seven subfamilies: TRPC (canonical), TRPV (vanilloid), TRPM (melastatin), TRPA (ankyrin), TRPN (NOMPC), TRPP (polycystin), and TRPML (mucolipin). The total numbers of TRP channels in worm (Caenorhabditis elegans), fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster), mouse (Mus musculus), and human vary between 13 and 28 (Venkatachalam and Montell 2007).

A fiery sensation caused by the pungent agents of wasabi and other mustard plants is generated by our transient receptor potential ankyrin 1 (TRPA1) channel (Venkatachalam and Montell 2007). Recently, it has been discovered that the orthologous receptors of the western diamondback rattlesnake (Crotalus atrox), ball python (Python regius), and garden tree boa (Corallus hortulanus) detect infrared radiation, whereas that of the Texas rat snake (Pantherophis obsoletus lindheimeri) does not (Gracheva et al. 2010). The genetic mechanism of infrared sensitivity of these snake-specific TRPA1 proteins is unknown. To solve the problem, we need to first identify amino acid changes that are responsible for the dramatic functional changes in the three groups of snakes. One effective way of doing this is to relate amino acid substitutions and functional changes in the phylogenetic tree of the orthologous receptors (Yokoyama R and Yokoyama S 1990; Yokoyama 1997; Yokoyama et al. 2000, 2008). This function-based method is entirely different from commonly used statistical methods of detecting positive selection such as ADAPTSITE (Suzuki et al. 2001), PAML (Yang 2007), and HyPhy (Pond et al. 2005).

When we apply the neighbor joining (NJ) method (Saitou and Nei 1987) to the nucleotide sequences of a total of 18 representative TRPA1 genes in vertebrates, the phylogenetic tree obtained agrees with the species tree, where the TRPA1 proteins of snakes are most closely related to those of birds, and then mammals, amphibians, and fishes, in that order (fig. 1). The bootstrap analysis shows that many nodes are supported by high bootstrap values (>95%) and highly reliable. The clustering of the rattlesnake and rat snake TRPA1 proteins is supported by 100% bootstrap value but that of the python and boa proteins is supported by a bootstrap value of 79%. The latter value is rather low, but the phylogenetic relationships of the four snake groups are consistent with the species tree of snakes based on other molecular data set (Vidal et al. 2009).

To identify critical amino acids that are involved in infrared vision, we assume that infrared vision is a derived character. This seems reasonable for two reasons: 1) only a limited number of snake lineages can detect infrared radiation and 2) there is no obvious reason why the infrared sensitivity had to be eliminated many times during snake evolution.

When we search for the amino acids that are common to the three infrared-sensitive snake TRPA1 proteins, a total of 19 amino acid sites are found (supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online). For many proteins, a majority of amino acid changes are not involved in functional changes (King and Jukes 1969; Perutz 1983; Yokoyama 2008; Yokoyama et al. 2008). TRPA1 proteins should not be an exception. The elimination of nonessential amino acid substitutions was done in two steps. First, we inferred the ancestral sequences using PAML (Yang 2007). The results suggest that 12 out of 19 amino acid sites (positions
49, 179, 184, 198, 228, 342, 746, 828, 829, 913, 916, and 946; numbering follows the rattlesnake sequence) occurred in the rat snake TRPA1 receptor and are not involved in infrared vision (supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online). Second, the ancestral sequences of four other amino acid sites (positions 1017, 1028, and 1074) have not been inferred (supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online); however, the variable amino acids at these sites also suggest that they are not functionally important (supplementary fig. 2, Supplementary Material online).

After these considerations, 3 of the 19 amino acid sites (positions 330, 391, and 434) emerge: the infrared-sensitive TRPA1 proteins have M330, H391, and T434 (or M330/H391/T434), but all other TRPA1 proteins have L330/Q391/S434 (fig. 1). L330, Q391, and S434 of the TRPA1 receptor in the common ancestor of snakes and birds have posterior probabilities of 0.95. Hence, the amino acid differences in figure 1 can be explained by two alternative evolutionary changes: 1) L330M (L330 was replaced by M330), Q391H, and S434T (or L330M/Q391H/S434T) at “branch a” followed by M330L/H391Q/T434S at “branch c” or 2)
L330M/Q391H/S434T at “branches b” and “d.” However, if the infrared vision is a derived form and these amino acid changes are involved in the development of infrared sensitivity, then the first possibility disappears.

To test the second hypothesis that the parallel evolution occurred by Darwinian natural selection, we examined the null hypothesis by determining the probabilities that the three changes occurred by random genetic drift. For that purpose, we first evaluated the number of amino acid substitutions at “branch b” (105 substitutions) and “branch d” (18 substitutions) using PAML. The ancestral snake TRPA1 had L330 (encoded by CTG), Q391 (CAA or CAG), and S434 (TCT). Therefore, if we assume that one nucleotide mutates to any one of the other three nucleotides with equal probabilities, then the respective amino acids mutate to M330, H391, and T434 with probabilities 1/5, 2/7, and 1/6. Then, at branch b, assuming that amino acid substitutions follow a Poisson process, L330M, Q391H, and S434T occur roughly with probabilities 0.0214, 0.0305, and 0.0178, respectively. At branch d, the respective substitutions occur roughly with probabilities 0.0038, 0.0055, and 0.0032. Hence, under neutral evolution, the chance that the three changes occurred by molecular convergence is about $0.78 \times 10^{-12}$.

This result rejects the null hypothesis that L330M/Q391H/S434T were generated by random genetic drift alone, strongly suggesting that they are caused by Darwinian natural selection via the acquisition of infrared vision. In fact, the python–boa clade also includes some infrared-nonsensitive snakes (Lawson et al. 2004). Therefore, it is most likely that parallel evolution of L330M/Q391H/S434T have occurred at branches b, e, and f rather than at branches b and d.

As its name suggests, TRPA1 is characterized by 17 functionally important ankyrin repeats (ANK 1–ANK 17) in the N-terminal segment (supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online). Interestingly, amino acid sites 330, 391, and 434 are on ANK 8, ANK 10, and ANK 11, respectively (fig. 2). It is suspected that long ankyrin repeats function as springs when pulled from both ends and are directly involved in sensing mechanical stimuli (Sotomayor et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2006). Being located in the middle of the ankyrin repeats (fig. 3A), the three amino acid sites may play key roles in infrared vision. Moreover, amino acid sites 420 and 427 on ANK 11 are shown to be critical in detecting various pungent compounds (Macpherson et al. 2007).

To evaluate the effects of L330M/Q391H/S434T on the structural change in the ankyrin repeats, we modeled the ancestral snake ankyrin with and without the three mutations (Fig. 3B). The mutations on the ANK 8 (L330M), ANK 10 (Q391H), and ANK 11 (S434T) cause the most significant change in the helicity of ANK 10. ANK 8 structure does not change much and the helicity of ANK 11 changes slightly. In particular, the distances between $C_a$ atoms of sites 330 and 391 (23.2 Å), sites 330 and 434 (29.2 Å), and sites 391 and 434 (10.6 Å) in the ancestral snake ankyrin become 22.9, 28.1, and 11.3 Å in the mutant, respectively. These changes effectively increase the area of the triangle formed by the $C_a$ atoms of these sites from 111.6 Å$^2$ of the TRPA1 of the ancestral snake to 124.7 Å$^2$ of those of the infrared-sensitive snakes.

These theoretical results strongly suggest that both M330/H391/T434 and the expanded space of the ANK 8–ANK 11 in the infrared-sensitive snake TRPA1 channels may be required for interacting with either a specific protein or ligand involved in infrared vision. Being located in the middle of the ankyrin repeats, M330/H391/T434 may also change the elastic properties of the snake ankyrins.
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